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NSW Housing Typology Project
Project Aims

To determine:
• the range of housing typologies existing in NSW
• and the potential for sustainability/energy efficiency upgrades in each of these
typologies.

Single deterministic
dwelling
representation

Repr esent at ive
dwell ing t ypol ogies

Mat r ix of const r uct ion
configur at ions

(r el at ivel y smal l
number )

(pot ent ial l y ver y many opt ions)

Increasing cost, compl exit y and accuracy
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Individual household
assessments
(~2.5 million buildings)

NSW Housing Typology Project
Method

•

Review methodologies used
previously in Australia, and
internationally for aggregating
housing stocks;

•

Review of literature and data on
the residential stock NSW and
similar jurisdiction already
available;

•

Consultation and discussion with
architects, designers and other
experts on the NSW housing
stock;

•

Verification of findings against
available data

NSW Housing Typology Project
Data review

•
•

Approximately 2,800,000 dwellings
Dwelling structure (2011)
– 70% detached
– 11% Semi-detached
– 19% flat, unit or apartment
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•

Wall material (2011)
– 41% Brick Veneer
– 29% Double Brick
– 10% Timber
– 10% Fibro

NSW Housing Typology Project
Final methodology

•

•

•

•
•

Two surveys iterations
• Short, simple, fundamentals
• Results sent back to participants in 2nd iteration
Workshop held at SBRC
• Explored survey results, and other relevant
issues
• Lack of consensus on some issues
Attendees were provided a draft list of typologies,
based on ABS data review
• attendees provided detail on the typical
attributes of each typology
• Each typology was detailed by at least two
groups, most three
Verified from accessible data, previous studies and
audits
Example building with appropriate characteristics
selected
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NSW Housing Typology Project
Proposed typologies

1

2

Typology

Example building (see Appendix B)

Older, Detached, Brick

Three bedroom NSW Department of Housing house (BV3718 from Thomas &

Veneer

Prasad (1997))

Newer, Detached, Brick

Four bedroom house (Type C from Wong (2013))

Veneer
3

Detached, Double-brick

Three bedroom case study existing building from the Illawarra region
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Detached, Lightweight

Three bedroom NSW Department of Housing house (T3717)

Cladding
5

Semi-detached, Brick

Three bedroom house (Type K from Wong (2013))

Veneer
6

Semi-detached, Double-

Two bedroom case study existing building from the Illawarra region

brick
7

Unit, Solid Masonry

Two bedroom unit (Type P from Wong (2013))
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Unit, Brick Veneer

Two bedroom NSW Department of Housing unit (BF820A from Thomas &
Prasad (1997))
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NSW Housing Typology Project
Example information sheet

Home retrofit decision-support tool
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NSW Housing Stock Mapping
Project Status

•

A major project which aims to map and characterise the existing residential
building stock of NSW towards unlocking the significant benefits of existing
NSW housing stock performance datasets.

•

Pilot project mapping the Illawarra housing stock completed in May 2016

•

Phase 2 expanding the mapping to all of NSW currently underway

Housing Stock Mapping Pilot Project, completed in March 2016, delivered:
•

A first release comprehensive, quantitative database of the characteristics of
the housing stock in the Illawarra region – the first of its kind in NSW.

•

Gap analysis comparing the attributes contained within the collated databases
with the attributes required to assess the sustainability of residential dwellings.

•

Recommendations for the potential uses of the database to meet industry and
consumer needs in line with the NSW Government’s Open Data Policy.
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NSW Housing Stock Mapping
Background

•

•
•

Currently, there is no centralised data repository to house building and energy related
information
Last major survey of Australian Housing was in 1986 (ABS National Energy
Survey)
There is data related to the housing stock, but it is held by disparate organisations,
e.g.
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Planning (BASIX)
Rebate, audit and assessment schemes
ABS surveys and Census
Utilities information
Research: sample interventions, surveys, etc…)
Related demographic data (census, etc…)

We don’t know what we know!
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NSW Housing Stock Mapping
Included databases
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NSW Housing Stock Mapping
Data Gaps

OTHER

SYSTEM
SPECIFIC

DWELLING SPECIFIC

TYPE

ATTRIBUTE

DATASET COVERAGE

COVERAGE QUALITY

Dwelling structure
Floor area (m2) OR Number of Bedrooms
Insulation details
Floor construction detail
Roof construction detail

BASIX, HPSP, ABS, AURIN
BASIX, INS OR AURIN, HPSP, BASIX
BASIX, INS
BASIX
BASIX

Age/Construction period

BASIX, NEXIS

Wall construction type
Orientation and size of main glazing
Exposure of fabric
Number of storeys
Heater type
Cooler type
Is the space conditioned?
Hot water system type
Solar PV system output
Property Address

BASIX
BASIX
BASIX
BASIX, INS, HPSP Supp
BASIX, INS, HPSP Supp
AURIN, BASIX
HPSP, HWS, BASIX
SBS, BASIX
AURIN, HPSP, HWS, TLT, WMR, BASIX, INS

Historical records of electricity consumption

Ausgrid, Essential, End (Wollongong only)

Good
Good
Good (26,000 records)
2006+ only
2006+ only
2006+ (BASIX), or pre/post
1980 (NEXIS)
2006+ only
2006+ only
None
2006+ only
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Not available at property
address level

Number of residents

HPSP, HWS, TLT, TLT (SW), WMR, WMR
(SW), INS

Historical records of Water consumption
Historical records of gas consumption
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Good
None
None

NSW Housing Stock Mapping
Visualisation

•
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Demo reports
– Map-based
– Multiple chart types
– Integrated data

NSW Housing Stock Mapping
Phase 2 objectives

• Expand the data that currently exists within the Housing Stock Database from
Illawarra to NSW state-wide
• Demonstrate the potential uses of the expanded HSD database through webembedded proof-of concept data visualisations, focusing on two stakeholder group
applications.
• Pilot a small scale study evaluating the data consistency between information
contained in the BASIX datasets against data collected and maintained by councils.
(19%, 12%, 31%)
• Provide recommendations and a methodology on how to standardise the collection,
formatting and characterisation of fundamental housing stock variables across
relevant government and non-government data gathering initiatives.
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Energy Epidemiology
IEA Annex 70

•

Annex 70 is an international collaboration of researchers,
industry and government from across the globe who are
working to develop methods for improving the empirical
evidence on energy demand in the building stock.

•

Aims:
– Comparing across the national approaches to developing
building stock data sets, building stock models, and to
addressing the energy performance gap in order to
identify lessons that can be learned and shared;
– Establishing best practice in the methods used for
gathering and analysing real building energy use data;
– Evaluating the scope for using real building energy use
data at scale to inform policy making and to support
industry in the development of low energy and low carbon
solutions
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